7: When-nums is liable to a 30 shekel fine.

5: When-nums is liable to a 1 mana fine.

3: There exists a female slave, therefore when-nums is liable to a 1 mana fine. There exists a female slave, therefore when-nums is liable to a 1 mana fine.

2: If when-nums has blight on of Passuwaitls nose, then when-nums is liable to a 30 shekel fine.

4: When-nums is liable to a 1 mana fine, therefore when-nums has blight on of Passuwaitls nose.

2: There exists a female slave, therefore when-nums is liable to a 1 mana fine. There exists a female slave, therefore when-nums is liable to a 1 mana fine.

3: Only if Passuwaitls is a free woman is when-nums, who has blight on of Passuwaitls nose.

4: If when-nums has blight on of Passuwaitls nose, then when-nums is liable to a 1 mana fine. There exists a female slave, therefore when-nums is liable to a 1 mana fine.

2: When-nums is liable to a 30 shekel fine. When-nums is liable to a 30 shekel fine.

3: If when-nums has blight on of Passuwaitls nose, then when-nums is liable to a 30 shekel fine.

Exercise 11C. Test each of the following arguments for validity, using the interpretation provided (for the origin of
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